
Méhul Symphony no.4 in E major 

 

The manuscript sources testify to Méhul’s painstaking efforts in the revision and 

recomposition of large parts of this work, and the finished results may be described as 

masterful. There are twenty-eight surviving part-books. They are more copiously 

marked by players than those of the preceding work. All are labelled “Simphonie No 

4 par Mr Méhul” and are on creamy paper with the same dimensions and fourteen 

staves as those for Symphony no.3. The first two movements present few problems; 

the first bears no evidence of changes or cuts. The reprise in the second movement 

was altered and shortened. Originally the long cello melody was repeated without 

interruption, but Méhul excised thirty-two measures, the equivalent of measures 25 to 

57 of the exposition, and rearranged the orchestration. 

There were three versions of the Menuet and two versions of the Final. From the part-

books we can see that the first version of the one went with the first of the other; in 

fact newspaper and journal reports bear out that these original versions were both 

heard on 18 March 1810. The notice in the Journal de l’empire is too general to help, 

but the one in Les Tablettes de Polymnie unwittingly identifies the third movement for 

us: 

 

 The first movement of the fourth [symphony] … is worthy of the greatest 

 masters; the motif of the Andante, a cello solo, at first rather too bereft of 

 accompaniment and too long, is thereafter varied in the manner of Haydn, with 

 much taste and art in the orchestral writing; the minuet, written in canon, has 

 an original effect although there are several commonplaces in the wind solos 

 of the trio; as far as the finale, it is a masterpiece of skill, overloaded with 

 fugato passages, counterpoint and transitions that are assuredly most beautiful 

 but so piled up on each other that one’s imagination and concept [of it] grow 

 weary without gaining enjoyment.
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The first version of the Minuet did indeed begin in canon. It was in E major, and its 

trio, in A, featured a Haydnesque flute solo accompanied by pizzicato strings. 

In his review A.M. does not mention that the original finale honoured not Beethoven, 

but Haydn. The revered symphonist had died the previous May, and the Conservatoire 

concerts, beginning the nest season on 18 February 1810, made their tribute. 

Cherubini’s Chant sur la mort d’Haydn was performed before large audiences on 18 

and 25 February, but only one journalist mentioned a subsequent homage: 

 

 The first and last movements of this fine symphony merit particular mention. 

 The Andante, although played by two cellos, resembles overmuch an 

 admirable movement from [Méhul’s] Stratonice, and lacks that originality and 

 verve that one notices more in the Allegro and the Presto of this symphony, 

 composed in part deliberately to the design of Haydn’s melody…
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This method of honouring Haydn was not new: Rodolphe Kreutzer’s violin concerto 

no. 16, composed on themes by Haydn in 1804, was also performed at the concert of 

18 February. Méhul’s fourth symphony, at least originally, was his “Hommage à 

Haydn,” and we can still hear its second movement as a lament built on the inspiration 
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of the slow movement of Haydn’s quartet Op. 77, no. 2. The original Trio also echoed 

Haydn, and we can judge from the facsimile on p. 229 how very Haydnesque Méhul’s 

original finale had been. 

At some unknown time Méhul completely rewrote both the Menuet and the Final, and 

the parts were cut, patched, and stitched accordingly. Perhaps adopting the model of 

Beethoven’s piano sonata Op. 14, no.1, he chose E minor and adopted a rather 

mordant style for the Menuet. But even before all the new sheets bearing this second 

version had been fixed into place, the composer decided to improve it, adding both the 

first violins’ counterpoint in measure 10 and the very effective twenty-measure coda. 

The music for the new, third Menuet was copied and fastened in. The new Final, not 

surprisingly, withstood the composer’s self-criticism. 

The final version of the fourth symphony, as reproduced in this volume, was certainly 

played, even if only in rehearsal, since all parts are marked, but at present no record of 

a performance is known
3
. As it stands, the work is an achievement of profound and 

entertaining utterance; it has the best overall balance of interest and variety of any of 

the four complete symphonies. To us today the slow movement is a daring and 

successful piece of haunting beauty, while the third movement, quite apart from its 

complexities of form, should be cherished for its scintillating, Romantic 

reinterpretation of horn calls. The new Final explores cyclic possibilities more 

explicitly than even Beethoven did in the Symphony. Lending subtle weight to this 

extraordinary dance, the first eight chords of the work’s slow introduction reappear 

transformed suddenly at measures 57 and 137, and its first four notes are worked 

fugally in the development, starting at measure 218. It is obvious that Méhul’s 

symphonic thinking had progressed steadily to a point where he could be completely 

original throughout a work. Unfortunately, this mastery was overtaken by illness or 

circumstance before it could bear fruit. The words of the Journal de Paris leave no 

doubt that some knew the value of what they were hearing: 

 

 This new work by a celebrated composer was awaited with impatience; to 

 write and publish symphonies after Haydn, after Mozart, was indeed a 

 hazardous enterprise. M. Méhul has emerged from it successfully, one might 

 say gloriously.
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